
on the Distribution of Red Cell Volumes

By BRIAN S. BULL

T HE VOLUME DISTRIBUTION of normal human red cells as determined

by the doulter’ method is not Gaussian. Under the usual conditions em-

ployed in red cell sizing, it shows a marked positive skewness. This skewness

has been variously interpreted by different investigators.

Brecher et al.2 felt that the apparent Gaussian distribution of diameters re-

ported by Price-Jones3 predicated positive skewness in the red cell volume

distribution. Marked positive skewness characterized the curves produced by

Mattern et al.,4 Leif and Vinograd5 and Grant and co-workers.#{176} Lushbaugh

et al.7 showed that two Gaussian populations could be fitted to the red cell

volume distribution curves and concluded that two populations did exist in

normal, healthy, human subjects. Van Dilla and co-workers8 found that length-

ening the aperture through which the red cells passed at the moment of sizing

practically eliminated the positive skewness which they accordingly ascribed

to artefact. More recently Weed and Bowdler9 have presented evidence which

they feel indicates distortion of the lower end of the red cell volume distribu-

tion curves because of an anomalous osmotic effect of hemoglobin in older

cells.

This diversity of results and interpretation is surprising since there is, at

present, only one direct method for the determination of red cell volume dis-

tribution. All of the workers cited above used the same basic equipment which

sizes red cells by measuring the increase in resistance produced as they tra-

verse an aperture containing a “counting volume” of electrolyte. As will be

documented in this paper, differences in the aperture length and red cell shape

will produce marked differences in the red cell volume distribution. By appro-

priate manipulation of these variables, several types of curves can be produced.

Four of these curves are shown in Figure 1. These four curves are similar to

those developed by the investigators mentioned previously.

Defining the conditions under which each type of curve will be produced

does not identify the “real” red cell volume distribution. Ideally, this should

be done by utilizing an independent method of determining red cell volume

and then matching the red cell volume distribution by an appropriate choice

of variables in the application of the doulter principle. This procedure is not

yet possible because no independent method now exists and recourse must be

made to an examination of the variables in the hope that conditions can be

selected which are least likely to artefactually distort the curves.
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504 BULL

This paper reports the effects on red cell volume distribution curves of

changes in aperture length and red cell shape. From an examination of the

effects produced by these maneuvers, the volume curves produced on sphered

red cells by long apertures were judged least likely to be artefactually distorted.

When similar technics were applied to abnormal blood specimens, a marked

increase in the ability to identify subpopulations resulted. Finally a choice be-

tween several mathematical descriptions of the red cell volume distribution

was attempted and the results are discussed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Blood was drawn from adult humans, anticoagulated with K2EDTA in a final concentra-
tion of 1 .3 mg. per ml. of whole blood and used for volume measurements within four

hours. Normal saline, buffered saline diluent ( Isoton), Eagles solution and buffered isotonic
Sodium Potassium Tartrate (KTS) were the diluents tested. The KTS solution was prepared
according to the following formula:

Sodium Potassium Tartrate 30 gms.
Na2HPOH 2 H20 0.6 gms.

NaH2PO4 0.1 gms.

Distilled H20 to 1000 ml. pH should be 7.3-7.4

Redcells diluted in normal saline or buffered saline diluent were sphered by the addition

of Rose Bengal or Lecithin as described by Ponder.’#{176} Unfortunately, neither of these corn-
pounds produced controlled sphering without swelling or lysis and both were relatively

ineffective when the red cells were diluted in Eagles solution. The KTS diluent prevents

the red cells from swelling and lysis is minimal in high dilutions. Furthermore, red cells

will sphere slowly without significant shrinkage or swelling when washed once in KTS,
diluted 1:50,000 and stirred gently. The shape of the red cell sample under study was al-

ways determined after fixation so as to prevent the alteration in red cell shape which close

contact with glass sometimes induces. This was accomplished by adding gluteraldehyde
in final concentration of 0.25 percent to the KTS while the red cells were diluted 1:50,000.
The fixed cells were then concentrated by centrifugation and examined by phase micro-

scopy.

The electronic circuitry employed for pulse height analysis was basically that of the

Coulter Industrial Model B Counter with an attached 25 channel plotter (Model H). The
shortest aperture used was 40 microns long, the longest was 198 microns. All apertures

had a nominal ID. of 70 microns. Aperture current was 57 microamps for all experiments
except those reported in Figs. 7-9 where an aperture current of 1 12 microamps was neces-

sary to achieve adequate amplification. Accessory equipment included a device0 that per-
mitted the insertion of a variable time delay between the initiation of a pulse and the sensing

of the height of that pulse. In effect, the delayed sensing circuit permitted the sizing of

cells at the aperture entrance, at the exit, or at any point along the length of the aperture.

In the later stages of the study, a 400 channel pulse height analyzer became available and
all of the experiments previously performed on the Model H plotter were repeated on this
equipment with the exception of those utilizing the delayed sensing circuit.

Data stored in the 400 channel pulse height analyzer was graphed by means of an x-y
axis plotter. Figs. 1-4 and 6-9 were traced directly from these graphs. The data points
indicated by various symbols in the Figures were located from the pen inflections of the

#{176}Commercial preparations of gluteraldehyde vary somewhat in their effects on red cells,

probably because of partial polymerization or contamination with other chemical com-
pounds. If gluteraldehyde is used to fix red cells for M.C.V. determinations a good grade

should be secured initially and the stock solution kept refrigerated to retard polymerization.
#{176}CoulterElectronics, Hialeah, Fonda.
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Fig. 1.-A series of four curves produced on the same sample of blood by varying
red cell shape and aperture length.

plotter as each of the 400 channels was scanned. The data for Figure 5 was derived from

a 25 channel plotter. The data points are not indicated in Fig. 1, 4 or 5 because of the

confusion which would result from the close proximity of the illustrated curves.

RESULTS

Fig. 1 shows four curves characteristic of the data produced by the workers

in this field. All of these curves were produced within a few minutes of each

other on the same sample of blood. The aperture length and the red cell shape

at the time of sizing are listed below.

Curve A. Red cells as disks with a few crenated spheres. Aperture short

(70 x 56 /L). The solid line represents the curve actually obtained

and is identical with curve C. The dotted line is the curve which,

according to Weed and Bowdler, would result if it were not for

the anomalous osmotic effect of hemoglobin.

Curve B. Red cells as spheres, aperture long (70 x 98�s).

Curve C. Red cells as disks with a few crenated spheres. Aperture short

(70 x 56�).

Curve D. Red cells as discs with no crenated or partially sphered forms.

Aperture short (70 x 56j.s).

As Brecher ( 1962) and others have pointed out the second hump can be

accentuated by increasing aperture current.

Fig. 2 shows the effects of changing red cells from discs to spheres while

holding aperture length constant (in this case a 70 x 98� aperture was used

throughout). Curve A is the volume distribution of the red cells from a pa-

tient with macrocytosis (MCV 140). Curve B is the volume distribution of the

same sample of red cells after sphering. durve d is a normal control with the

red cells as discs.

The effect of varying aperture length while holding red cell shape constant

is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig. 3, the curve obtained on a suspension of

sphered red cells with a standard 70p. (70 x S6/.L) aperture is shown above the

curve obtained with a longer aperture (70 x 98/L). Fig. 4 shows a series of

curves in which aperture length was the only variable in five runs on the same

sample of sphered red cells. The apertures employed were 70 x 40/.L, 70 X 52j.�,

70 x 56ji, 70 x 98�, and 70 x 198�.
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Fig. 2.-Curve A is the volume distribution of red cells from a patient with

macrocytosis (MCV 140) with the red cells sized as discs. Curve C is a normal con-
trol. Curve B is the same sample as Curve A after the red cells were sphered; note

the absence of the secondary hump.
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Fig. 3.-Two volume distriubtion curves on the same sample of sphered red cells.
The upper curve was obtained with a standard 70 x 56j.� aperture, the lower curve
with a 70 x 98� aperture.

Further investigation into the effect of aperture length was made possible

by the delayed sensing circuit. Fig. 5 shows that sizing cells at either end of

the aperture produces a volume distribution curve with positive skewness. Cells

sized at the center of a long aperture (in this case 70 x 98j.L) have a distribu-
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Fig. 4.-A series of curves generated by apertures of different lengths on the same

sample of sphered red cells. Note that improvement in symmetry and resolution is
considerable between 4Oj.� and 98j.� but slight between 98p. and l98p..
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Fig. 5.-A series of three curves generated on the same sample of sphered red
cells by the delayed sensing circuit. In effect the red cells were sized near the en-
trance of the aperture, at the middle and near the exit.

tion that is very nearly Gaussian. The same sample of sphered red cells was

used for all three experimental runs.

Apertures that are somewhat longer than standard and red cells that are

spheres rather than discs produce more symmetrical volume distribution curves.
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Fig. 6.-The curve labeled discs was obtained under conditions usually employed

in obtaining red cell volume distributions-red cells as discs, aperture standard
70� (70 x 56p). The curve labeled spheres was obtained under the conditions rec-
ommended for optimum resolution-red cells as spheres, aperture 70 x 98p..
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Fig. 7.-A mixture of equal numbers of sphered red cells from a normal donor
and from a donor with microcytosis. Although the dip between the two populations

is slightly deeper with the longer aperture, the improvement in resolution is slight.

When both aperture length and red cell shape are varied simultaneously,

curves that are approximately Gaussian result (Fig. 6). Here the contrast is

between a sample of red cells which have been sized as discs flowing through

a standard 70 x 56� aperture and then as spheres flowing through a longer

(70 x 98j�) aperture.
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Fig. 8.-The same two specimens as in Fig. 7 but with proportionately more mi-
crocytic cells present. The increased resolution of the longer aperture is clearly evi-
dent.

Fig. 9.-Polyvinyltoluene latex spheres that were allowed to sediment and then
resuspended gently so that clumps of single, double and triple particles were pres-
ent. The same specimen was used with two different apertures.

Figs. 7 and 8 (and also Fig. 2) show the size distribution of abnormal blood

specimens sized through apertures longer than standard and with the red

cells suspended in a sphering diluent. Usually, volume distributions like these

are obtained to help identify subpopulations of red cells. The increased reso-

lution which results when red cells are suspended in a diluent which spheres
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Fig. 10.-Probit paper plots of the red cell volume distribution curves to investi-
gate whether they are normal or log normal. The apertures used were 70 x 98j.t for

curves A & B and 70 x l98p. for curve D. Curve C displays the data on red cell

weight distribution determined from quantitative electron microscopy.

510 BULL

Fig. 1 1.-Red cells sphered by dilution (1:50,000) in buffered, isotonic, sodium
potassium tartrate. The spheres were fixed by the addition of glutaraldehyde before
being concentrated by centrifugation for photography. A small number of fixed

disc shaped red cells were added to the suspension to facilitate comparison.

them and are sized in apertures longer than those customarily used is unim-

pressive only when the two populations that differ in size (MCV) are approxi-

mately equal numerically (Fig. 7). In the more usual case when the abnormal

population is much smaller, the failure to utilize the conditions described above

could result in its being missed entirely (Fig. 8). The specimen analyzed in

Figs. 7 and 8 is an artificial mixture of sphered red cells from a donor with

marked microcytosis and sphered red cells from a normal control. A similar

increase in resolving power is shown in Fig. 9. The specimen is a sample of

polyvinyltoluene latex spheres that had been allowed to settle and then was

resuspended gently so that doublets and triplets were present.
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RED CELL VOLUMES 511

A cumulative Gaussian curve plotted on probit paper gives a straight line.

Similarly, the logarithms of a log normal curve plotted on probit paper give a

straight line. In order to investigate the best mathematical description of these

red cell distributions, several of them were plotted on probit paper (Fig. 10).

Curve A is derived from the data shown in Fig. 6 ( spheres ), Curve B from

the data shown in Fig. 4 (70 x 98p�). Curve D is also from the data shown in

Fig. 4 (70 x 198k). Curve C is a similar plot of data from the weight distribu-

tion of red cells as determined by Bahr and Zeitler from quantitative electron

microscopy.14

The spheres which result when red cells are diluted in KTS are shown in

Fig. 11. A few red cells fixed in discoid shape were added to the spheres to

facilitate comparison.

DIscussioN

Volume distribution curves done on blood specimens from patients are al-

most always obtained in order to identify abnormal subpopulations of red cells.

The experiments reported here show that proportionally smaller subpopula-

tions can be identified if red cells are sized in long apertures (70 x 98j.� or

longer),0 and if the red cells are sphered prior to the volume measurements.

This comes about because of the increased resolving power of the volume trans-

ducer under these conditions and because it is easier to see a shoulder on an

otherwise symmetrical curve than on a skewed one.

The volume of particles which are cylindrical or spherical can be readily

computed from one or two microscopic measurements. In one case where this

was done, the volume distribution which resulted matched the distribution

given by the Coulter method.1’ Unfortunately, this procedure cannot be ap-

plied to the problem at hand for two reasons. The mathematical transformation

required to derive the volume from the diameter of a biconcave disc is uncer-

tam. Furthermore, as the elegant mathematical and experimental studies of

Gregg and Steidley have indicated, even when the volume of a disc is accu-

rately known the pulse height ( apparent volume) it produces cannot be ac-

curately determined other than by recourse to experiment.’2 It is clear that the

apparent volume given to some of the red cells by the Coulter transducer

under some conditions is incorrect else a single type of volume distribution

curve would always be produced. For the following reasons, the relatively

symmetrical curves produced by the long apertures on sphered red cells are

considered most likely to be the correct red cell volume distribution.

Disturbances of the flow patterns (turbulence) around the aperture will

change the shape of the red cell distribution curve. This can be easily shown

by performing a size distribution analysis with an air bubble encroaching on

the aperture exit. Measuring the size of red cells both at the aperture entrance

and at the aperture exit will produce positive skewness in the volume distribu-

tion curves (Fig. 5) and it is in these regions that turbulence is greatest. If

there is turbulence in the flow patterns both at the entrance and the exit of a

#{176}Theincreased resolution afforded by longer apertures was noted in the original patent

application (1).
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512 BULL

long aperture, it seems reasonable that in a short aperture this disturbance

of flow might extend throughout. The effects of turbulence are likely to be

more severe on red cells than on other particles because of their disc shape,

for if turbulence causes some of the cells to change orientation as they pass

through the aperture, then these cells would give apparent volumes up to 40

percent larger than their true volume.� Similarly, the volume of those discs

which follow a non axial path through the nonhomogeneous electrical field

within the aperture would be artefactually increased and both effects would

cause positive skewness in the size distribution curve. Spheres cannot change

orientation and, in contrast to discs, are much more likely to traverse the aper-

ture axially. Sphering would therefore be expected to reduce the variability

and hence the skewness. For the same reasons, a reduction in the distorting

effects of the entrance and exit portions of the aperture would reduce varia-

bility. This can be accomplished electronically by measuring particles only in

the middle of the aperture (the delayed sensing circuit ) or mechanically, by

making the aperture physically longer so as to minimize the effects of the en-

trance and exit portions. Ideally, both procedures could be employed since

lengthening an aperture, in addition to increasing resolution for the reasons

mentioned above, also increases coincidence and heating effects and causes

more frequent plugging. An inspection of Fig. 5 shows substantially less skew-

ing as the aperture is lengthened to 98 j.� but beyond this point improvement

is less. The advantages of further lengthening can be gained without any dis-

advantages by utilizing the delayed sensing circuit in conjunction with the

98 p. orifice.

The central portion of the aperture should give the fewest artifacts for

another reason. The homogeneity of the electrical field which forms the actual

volume transducer is also best in the center of the aperture. It is therefore

likely that volume estimations performed in this region on sphered red oells

are as accurate as can presently be attained, and these estimations result in a

symmetrical curve of the type shown as Curve B ( Fig. 1).

If this analysis is correct, it follows that the diluent employed in red cell

volume measurements is very important. Not only must the diluent prevent the

red cells from swelling, shrinking or lysis but, in addition, it must affect red

cell shape in a predictable and uniform manner-if symmetry or assymmetry

of the resultant curve is to be meaningful. Because sphering in KTS occurs

slowly, over a peirod of minutes, a continuity of curves between marked posi-

tive skewness and the final symmetrical distribution can be recorded as the

cells transform from discs to spheres. If the red cells are fixed and then exam-

med (fixation is necessary to avoid sphering on contact with the glass slide),

it is noteworthy that the symmetry of the curve improves more rapidly than

does the red cell sphering. The volume distribution curve may be almost sym-

metrical even though only 75 percent of the red cells are spheres. The most

likely explanation is that minor degrees of sphering, such as cup forms (or

crenated forms though the latter rarely occur in KTS diluent) improve the

flow patterns sufficiently to improve the resolution of the aperture.

A tacit assumption has been made in the discussion thus far that it is the
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RED CELL VOLUMES 513

sphering of the cells and not some other effect of KTS diluent which produces

the increase in symmetry of the volume distribution curve. An increase in sym-

metry could result if the KTS diluent changed the volume of some of the red

cells. This would require shrinkage of the larger cells and swelling of the

smaller ones and this seems unlikely. Furthermore, careful separation in an

albumin density gradient of a more dense population-presumably a popula-

tion of smaller cells-by Leif and Vinograd5 failed to decrease the skewness

of the volume distribution curve. Their work implies that the secondary hump

is not directly related to a population of larger cells. The simplest explanation,

therefore, is that the sphering produced by the KTS is directly responsible for

the increase in symmetry of volume dsitribution.

The data on red cell weight distribution from Bahr and Zeitler12 clearly

supports the hypothesis that the true size distribution is symmetrical (Fig. 1

Curve B ) if red cell weight is linearly related to red cell volume. Their data

describes a particle population in which the mean is large relative to the

variance and only curve B Fig. 1 fulfills the criterion. The intrinsic evidence

provided by red cell volume distribution curves depicted here does not permit

a definitive statement on whether red cell volumes are distributed as a log

normal curve or as a gamma function ( a Gaussian distribution is a limiting

member of the family of gamma function curves ) . An inspection of the red

cell volume curves plotted on probit paper in Figure 10, shows that merely

lengthening the aperture to 198k will make the volume distribution curve al-

most Gaussian ( Fig. 10 Curve D ) whereas those curves generated with the

70 x 98�.t apertures lie somewhere between normal and log normal (Curves

A and B Fig. 10). The data on red cell weight distribution likewise is of little

help in settling the question of log normal versus Gaussian for neither the

artihmetic nor the logarithmic plot of this data is a straight line (Fig. 10 Curve

C ) although Barr and Zeitler feel that a log normal distribution is the more

likely. It seems, therefore, that the question of whether red cells are Gaussian

or log normal in distribution should remain open for the present.

The changes recommended in this paper to improve the resolution and

minimize artifactual distortion of the red cell volume distribution curves are

readily effected. The 70 x 98� aperture is not appreciably more susceptible to

plugging than a standard (70 x 56p� ) orifice. The increased coincidence effect

is minimal and can be ignored at dilutions which produce count rates of less

than 2,000 per second. The KTS diluent, in addition to being simple to formu-

late, permits red cells to be sized both as discs and as spheres. Red cells sized

immediately after dilution will still be discs, any interesting portion of the

volume distribution curve can then be repeated after 20 minutes at which

time sphering will be almost complete. A case in which this procedure proved

helpful is shown in Fig. 2. There was clinical evidence that the patient might

have two populations of red cells in her peripheral blood. The initial curve

made when the red cells were still discs, appeared to support this impression.

A normal control however showed the same secondary hump and the patient’s

red cells after being allowed to sphere showed a relatively symmetrical popu-

lation in spite of a marked macrocytosis (MCV 140) (Curve B).
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514 BULL

It should be noted that although the peak of curve B is shifted to the right,

the mean cell volume is approximately the same. Because of this shift, it is

often impossible to state with assurance that sphering in KTS has or has not

caused a small volume change since the MCV obtained on the population of

discs will vary considerably depending on the skewness of the volume distri-

bution curve. This skewness, artefactual though it is, seems relatively constant

and a series of MCV determinations done with the standard aperture showed

no greater variability than a series ( 50 specimens in each run, MCV calculated

automatically with an MCV computer#{176} ) obtained with the longer aperture.

Sphering the cells and using a longer aperture has a significant advantage,

however, when visual inspection of the size distribution curve is required. To

prevent sphering in KTS it is necessary to add .25 percent glutaraldehyde.

The red cells will be fixed as discs without undergoing a volume change and

the suspension will thereafter be stable for several days.

SUMMARY

A large number of red cell volume distribution curves can be generated on

the same sample of blood by manipulating the length of the Coulter Counter

aperture and the shape of the red cell. Curves derived from sphered red cells

flowing through an aperture 70 x 98p� long, or longer appear to be relatively

free from artefacts and therefore the most likely to be “real.”

The use of long apertures to size sphered red cells will give a volume distri-

bution curve that is approximately Gaussian and with a mean that is large

relative to the variance. Whether red cells are Gaussian or log normal in their

volume distribution is very difficult to determine. On a particle population

where volumes are controlled as closely as on red cells ( i.e. with such a low

variance ) , the normal and the log normal distributions become practically

indistinguishable. If in the future this decision can be reached by some inde-

pendent means, then the volume distributions using the Coulter volume trans-

ducer can be easily and simply fitted to the shape desired by appropriate

manipulation of aperture length. These ideal volume distribution curves are

not likely to differ markedly from those obtained under the conditions sug-

gested in this paper. For the present, use of a 70 x 98p. aperture to size red

cells sphered by suspension in isotonic Sodium Potassium Tartrate will con-

tribute to considerably greater accuracy in identification of red cell subpopu-

lations in abnormal blood.

SUMMARIO IN INTERLINGUA

Un grande numero de curvas de distribution in volumines erythrocytic pote esser obtenite

a base de un sol specimen per manipular le longor del apertura in le contator Coulter e

le forma del erythrocytos. Curvas derivate ab erythrocytos spherate passante per un aper-
tura de un longor de 70 x 98 � o plus pare esser relativemente exempte de artifactos e br

“realitate” es, per consequente, maximalmente probabile.

Le uso de longe aperturas in be determination del dimensiones de erythrocytos spherate
produce un curva pro le distribution del volumines que es approximativemente gaussian e

que possede un valor medie relativemente alte in su rapporto con be variantia. Si erythrocytos

Coulter Electronics, Hialeah, Florida.
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RED CELL VOLUMES 515

es. in le distribution de br volumines, gaussian o logarithmiconormal es difficiissime a deter-
minar. In be caso de un population de particulas in le quales le volumines es regulate con be

strictessa characteristic de erythrocytos (i.e., in le presentia de un tal basse variantia), le dis-

tributiones normal e logarithmiconormal es practicamente indistinguibile. Si, in le futuro,

iste decision pote esser establite per �un medio independente, be distributiones de volumine

in tin transductor de voliniine Coulter pote facilemente esser adaptate al forma desirate

per manipular be longor del apertura. Ii es probabile que tab curvas ideal del distribution de
volumines va non differer marcatemente ab be curvas obtenite sub be conditiones sugges-

tionate in be presente communication. Pro be momento nos pote insister que be uso de un
apertura de 70 x 98 �t in determinar be dimensiones de spherate erythrocytos (i.e., de ery-
throcytos tractate con isotonic tartrato de natrium e kalium) contribue a augmentar consider-

abibemente le accuratia in be identification de subpopulationes anormal de ervthrocytos in
sanguines anormal.
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